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DESK TOP MAPPING 

SCITEX- QUARKXPRESS 

Scitex Europe has announced shipment of twelve de
sign and production XTensions to Quark XPress, providing 
users with affordable desktop tools. They offer Quark 
XPress users the possibility of creating multi-colour blends, 
silhouette images. X Change will sell Scitex XTensions as 
six individual packages at a cost of between £69 and £199. 

BARCO GRAPHICS 

Barco Graphics have developed TOP (Totally Open to 
PostScript) for companies that require to store their latest 
artwork files on a Mac for later re-use can now do so with 
Bacro 's PS-Outline which converts linework tiles to Adobe 
Illustrator format. Files created in PS-Outline can also be 
used in other DTP programs. 

Also from Barco is a new generation of high resolution, 
electronic photo retouching and image manipulation work
stations based on the latest hardware platforms from Silicon 
Graphics. Personal Creator, Power Creator and Repro 
Creator are a range which handle all aspects of design; they 
are tools for masking and image composition, global and 
local colour correction and paintinglairbrushing. Other fea
tures include 3-D art, contour warp and visualisation of 
cutouts. 

KODAK LAPTOP INKJET PRINTER 

The laptop-to-desktop Kodak Diconix 701 inkjet 
printer comes with the Kodak Mpower Interface and. is 
compatible with System 7, a companion for both Apple's 
Powerbook range and the low end computers. It is ea:--y to 
set by attaching the parallel to serial cable and installing the 
Mac driver. The machine's cut sheet feeder takes up to 30 
pages of plain paper or inkjet transparencies. Cartridges 
contain enough ink for 800 pages of text. The price of £450 
includes a 12-month warranty service in which any faulty 
printer is replaced by comier in 24 hours. 

HARD DISC STORAGE 

Freehand, the computer graphics specialists, have Pin
nacle PM0-650 optical hard drive which costs £2,950 ex 
VAT and "provides seek times more than 50'% faster. Spin
ning at 3,600 rpm, the PM0-650 uses split optics and a 
Video Adaptor, the new MCI System 7 driver can be called 
directly or through the software. The driver provides control 
for overlay functions like - window size, position and 
viewing controls such as high speed processor which con
trols strategic data mapping and queuing on reads/writes. 
Designed to be plug-and-play, it is compatible available to 
allow for recording, storage and with Macs, PCs, Sun, HP 
and Silicon Graphics Unix machines. Storage is on MO 
cartridges. 
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KODAK PS PRINTER 
The Kodak ColorEase PS printer makes use of thermal 

dye sublimation technology to produce photographic qual
ity continuous tone colour images on paper or OHP 
materials. A true PostScript Level 2 printer designed as a 
plug-and-play printer for presentation graphics with certi
fication from Adobe ensuring compatibility with their 
applications software. 

KODAK COLOUREDGE 

The Kodak ColourEdge 1525 copier-printer otl'ers an 
application for generuting PostScript on an ently level 
system that allows upgrades. With 5 images per minute, the 
copier/printer reduces the ttial and en·or process and last 
minute changes can be incorporated without delay. It will 
process and store a file - while someone uses the copying 
function - and will then resume printing. 

CENTURFAX OPTICAL DISC 
Centurfax have developed a direct connection, via 

CenturLink, to a high density optical disc d1ive which 
means that high resolution digital data, thnu a drum scan
ner, can be transmitted without intem1ediate storage. Data 
is stored in the Ct!nturLink fonnat following which tht! 
optical disc is taken to a Mac on which there is Scanstore 
softwart! which will convert the file fmmat into any con
figuration for pagination and output. 

DYSAN DISKETTE 

Dysan l 00 Colourform diskettes are now testt!d virus 
free with a method that means no faults can grow into the 
tracks. The diskettes with their high "clip' level can read 
data even if the read/write head is out of alignment because 
tolerance levels can drop marked:y with weak clip levels. 
Colomt'orm 3.5in diskettes with their colour coding will 
give better control of records and storage. 

COLOURGRAPH POSTSCRIPT 

The Colourgraph Q-Script 2000 is a network-ready 
Image server which will upgrade the Canon CLC-10 and 
other 24-bit colour devices (plus b/w ones) to PostScript 
compatibility while allowing the CLC-IO's scanner func
tions to be used. The Q-Sc1ipt 2000 permits Macs, PCs and 
workstations to share one Canon machine. 

AM COMPUTER GRAPHICS 

AM Computer Graphics has a new PostScript interface 
for its LP41 0 range of small format A3 monochrome laser 
plottt!rs. It has also reduct!d the prict! to £4,950. Designt!d 
for high density plots its in-built scaling ft!ature will accept 
largt!r ti.mnat plots. Plotting speeds are 22 A4 or 11 A3 
pages per minute at 400dpi. It can acct!pt plots ti·om ditl't!r-
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ent applications, even in different plot languages. 

The Zeta 500 large format pen plotter outputs from A4 
to AO oversized using standard Hewlett-Packard type pens. 
Plot speed is 70cm/sec with programmable functions like 
pen 11peed and pressure, pause and resume, and partial replot 
of the last 100 plotter movements. A 1MB buffer memory 
allows the computer to download data while users continue 
working. Interfaces are standardRS232 serial and Centron
ics with HPGL plot language. Cost is £2,750. 

WEST DESIGN- LASER PAPERS AND FILMS 

Created for Apple Mac and other computer users, 
LazerSharp from West Design Products Ltd allows you to 
use an extensive range of quality papers and films to en
hance your quotations and presentations. Produced for the 
higher temperature of a laser printer the LazerSharp range 
complements studio equipment, adding to the type of re
sults and effects which can be achieved. 

AM VARITYPER 

AM Varityper has announced an upgrade from the 
4990 entry level PostScript imagesetter to the multi-resolu
tion Series 60(Xl. The upgrade increases the number of 
user-selectable resolutions from two (1200 and 2400 dpi) 
to ten (900, 1016, 1200, 1270, 1524, 1800, 2032, 2400, 2540 
and 3048 dpi) and delivers increased productivity through 
an Emerald Adobe RIP. EtherTalk is built-in and ESCOR 
screening employs rational tangent technology with super
cells or large tiles to eliminate moire patterns. 

XEROX LASER PLOTTER 

The improved version of the Xerox 8810 (the 8812) 
A3/A4 laser plotter has an RISC processor producing 8 A3 
ppm for CAD output, HPGL, HPGL2, 907 and straight 
raster and true PostScript files and an embedded Adobe PS 
processor. The main advantage is the machine's ability to 
output CAD, graphics and text-based documents from the 
same plotter. Output can be on plain or tracing paper, 
polyester tilm, transparencies and letterhead!!. 

LASERMASTER IMAGESETTER 

The L aserMaster 1200 dpi plain paper typesetter prints 
at 3P5mm x 495mm enabling the production of oversized 
A3 documents. The 1200XLO is a multi-platt"brm, plug
and-play network ready typesetter that comes with 235 
Type 1 re11ident fonts on an 80MB hard disc for £8,995. 
Other La11erMaster typesetters for specific professional 
print purposes range in price from £6,995 to £2,495. The 
12<X> dpi XL-T comes with 135 Type I fonts, an internal 
40MB hard disc and offers Ethernet connectivity and multi
purpose feeder options. 

RADIUS PIVOTING FOR MACS 

The SoftPivot 2.0 program allows RadiusPivot dis
plays to be used on Apple's new computers without the 
extra cost of an additional display interface. Pivot ~-ystems 
15" displays offer full-page views of mono or colour docu
ments in portrait or landscape orientation. PrecisionColor 
Pivot features multi-frequency capability, the first Pivot 
model to work with both Mac and PCs. Price is £1,(>95. 
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MITSUBISHI THERMAL PRINTER 

A full size bled oti A3 thermal transfer printer from 
Mitsubishi, the G671 0-10 works with Sun and other work
~1ation!! printing on A3 and A4 paper or tran.<~parencies from 
a palette of 256,000 colours. Cost per copy begins at about 
36p on paper, with an A3 colour copy at around 56p. 

ANTI-GLARE SCREEN 

Specially introduced with designers and graphics peo
ple in mind, the Fellowes anti-glare screens come in either 
16/17" or 19/21" Glass Anti-Glare or Anti-Static Anti
Radiation. They are suitable for both colour and mono 
screens. Glare can he reduced by up to 98% and all screens 
comply with the EC Directive about eye-strain and skin 
complaints. Prices start at £99.95 plus VAT. 

NO-KOTE 

No-Kote International produce printer ribbons and 
toner cartridges for las~r plinters and inkjet refills - all 
recyclable. A re-tilled toner cartridge can be U!!ed in many 
Canon-engined plinters and costs up to 40%• less than new 
ones and is guaranteed for a 12 months. 

FUJITSU OPTICAL DISC DRIVE 

The M25ll is reckoned the world+s tirst one inch high 
3.5" re-writ able optical disc drive. It has 128MB of storage 
and has a spin speed of 3,600 rpm giving a data transfer rate 
of 1.09MB/sand average seek time of 30ms. 

DRAWING OFFICE - DESIGN STUDIO 

PANTONE SYSTEM 

The Tria range of Pantone pens/markers by Letraset 
Colour Markers and Inks system is a 3-nihbed marker with 
all interchangeable nibs in one haiTel. Broad, fine and 
ultrafine nibs will produce fine and broad wash etiects. The 
287 Pantone colours include the four process colours, 4H 
greys and blacks, 30 coloured neutrals and six blush tones 
along with six tluorescents. Sot\ Broad, Cone, Calligraphy 
and Brush are additional nibs, you can also use the fine nib 
as a creative airbrush. A special etiects extender lightens 
colours or mottle etl"ects and the blender extender dilutes 
the inks for variation of shade. Tria markers retail at £3.30 
and inks at £3.90 both plus VAT. 

SPRAY ADHESIVE 

The Spray away 66 aerusol only employs environmen
tally friendly propellants. This re-positionable quick tack 
adhesive can be used for temporary or pennanent bonding 
on all sorts of materials retailing at £8.44 for a 435ml can. 

PELIKANUK 

Pelikan UK otiers a selection of adhesives and coll"ec
tion products which are harmless and eal\'Y to U!!e. The 
Blanco Roller coll"ector is solvent free and leaves no 
shadow and comes in single or double line at £2.99 with 
refills £1 each. The Fluids cost 95p. Adhesive, Roll-Fix 
Permanent (for gluing that stays fixed) and Non-permanent 
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(sticky and easily lifted off) retail at £2.99 with refills £1.99. 
Pelifix is a solvent free glue stick for gluing paper or card 
available in blue or white, costing between 75p and £1.95 
according to size. 

DRAWING PENS 

The Ecco-tec pen from Faber-Castell has a 4mm long 
metal protected tip guard for rules, stencils and lettering 
guides. It can be used for writing, jotting and sketching. 
Line widths include 0.25 mm and 0. 7mm in black, blue, red 
and green inks. The TG-1 is a professional technical pen 
with either a jewel or stainless steel point. It requires no 
cleaning or refilling and has a yellow seal which has to be 
broken before use. 

KARISMA PENCILS 
The Graphite Aquarelle water soluble black lead pencil 

from Kari~'IDa is a new development in black lead pencils. 
It can be used as a sketching tool to create dark black lines 
while a brush stroke of water will create a range of black 
tones. It blends with watercolour paints, coloured inks and 
ordinary pencils and costs 73p. 

FABER CASTELL 
Faber-Ca~tell 's polychromos coloured pencils and soft 

pastels and Albrecht Durer water soluble pencils are avail
able in lOO colours which can be bought in 12, 24, 36 and 
100 shades. It is easy to combine work in pastels and colour 
pencils. 

ESSELTE BINDING 
With the Esselte Channel binding system you can bind 

documents in a hard cover ti.)r a book-like finish. :)elect a 
cover from widths for 1 0 to 150 pages and put in the binding 
slot, press down the handle ti.)ur times and in seconds you 
have a fmished document, unbinding is also possible. The 
cost is £235 plus VAT. 

BIRO BIC CORRECTION FLUID 
Biro BiC has a new campaign, to promote its ozone 

friendly product. Tests have shown that the correction tluid 
dries in 17 seconds and, once dl)', does not peel or crack on 
paper, it is also very white and opaque. 

PLANHORSESTORAGESYSTEMS 
The Planhorse storage :,-ystem is developed around an 

ingenious drawing clamp and comes in AO, AI, A2. Each 
clamp will hold up to I 00 sheets which can be slid between 
the clamp jaws and tightened with wing nuts. The Mobile 
1000 holds 10 clamps, the 2000 20 clamps. Prices start 
from £13.10 for an A2 and £16.40 for an AO clamp. 

ELITE EPISCOPE 
Elite Optics has introduced a lightweight episcope to 

pr~ject images from opaque originals. The Mentor projects 
from b/w or colour originals up to 15cm x 15cm. The 
machine costs £185 with an adjustable lens carrier ti.)r 
ti.)cusing and two levelling feet. The automatic lamp switch
off protects originals during long presentations. 
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NOBO VISUAL AIDS 
The Nobo Handilight is a small lightbox for viewing 

single 5" x 4" transparencies or several35mm slides. Pow
ered by 4 x 1.5V batteries or from mains via standard 6V 
adaptor, the Handilight costs £30.45. 

Nobo Visual Aids have also introduced a set of letters, 
numbers and :,-ymbols which stick automatically by static 
electricity to drywipe boards. Static Characters can be tixed 
and repositioned repeatedly. They are available in sets of 
200 assorted character one or two inches high and cost 
£6.75 and £11.90 respectively. 

UNIBIND 
Unibind 's presentation system comprises thermal 

binder and acetate cover with durable spine and will bind 
up to 800 pages. The range of covers includes a range of 
computer sizes, binding time is approx. 30 seconds per job. 
There are 7 standard colours, and a total of 75 overall if 
special shades are used. 

NEWS ITEM 

Ordnance of Ireland, Dublin 

The £500,000 order to Barco Graphics from Ordnance 
Survey of Ireland comprises two BG-2200 workstations, 
Mercatorvector-based cartographic software, an his inkjet 
proofer and a large fonnat BG-3900 plotter. A VAX file 
server will be linked into the existing Dublin configura
tions. Automation using the Barco System will mean that 
the entire tlowline from collection of data to final map 
production will be done digitally and will interface to the 
in-house Sysscan digital mapping :,-ystem and database. 
Thus the traditions of 200 years will be finally superseded. 

FOR THE MAP LIBRARY 

Maps on microfiche 

MicroColour International Ltd are otiering a num
ber of map sets filmed in full-frame microfiche fonnat on 
Cibachrome colour microfilm. 

These include 19th century topographic maps of the 
Canadian Rocky Mountains and county maps of Canada of 
the same period, early bird's eye views of Canadian cities, 
and a collection of charts from the Samuel Thomton Sea 
Atlas. For the UK there are sets of street maps of towns, 
and, for the price of £867, a complete set of the 204 sheets 
of the OS Landranger series. 

The company also otTers a MicroColor Model 6100 
microfiche map reader at £725.00 plus VAT. 

Further infonnation from MicroColour International 
Ltd. PO Box 173, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey KT12 
1SS. 
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